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Dear Colleagues,
I am writing to bring you up to date with some of the work, events
and developments that the LCA has been engaged with over the last
year to support independent consultants and their patients during this
coronavirus pandemic, and the private sector as a whole.

LCA COVID-19 Survey
On behalf of the LCA Board of Trustees, I would like to thank everyone
who participated in our survey about how the lockdown affected your
practice and ability to see patients. We were overwhelmed by the rapid
response and the resulting accumulated data was extremely informative
and telling. The LCA published a summary of the results in the
Independent Practitioner Today (IPT) (http://londonconsultants.org/index.php/2020/07/15/projectrestartprivatepractice/)
Your voices were heard, and it initiated many meetings with the
Independent Healthcare Providers Network (IHPN) alongside our
sister organisation the Federation of Independent Practitioner
Organisations (FIPO) on how to better support you, your patients and
the private sector when renegotiating NHS contracts and the exit
process.
We began our initiative #ProjectRestartPrivatePractice not simply
taking our planned calendar of events to a virtual forum, but
organising seminars that would help to better prepare consultants in
resuming practice, being more informed on issues such as fees,
competition compliance, rights to relief on outgoings etc. The LCA
also approached the private providers, insurers and the CMA directly
to advocate your behalf with the hopes to provide some financial
assistance to consultants in getting clinics and practices open again, so
that ultimately long-waiting patients could be seen to and given quality
care.

Upcoming Events
We are putting together our
2021 calendar of events and
will update the below
accordingly.
You may see more details on
our latest meetings and how to
register on our website:
http://londonconsultants.org/index.php/ev
ents/

You may read more overleaf …
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“A Plan for Resumption”
In the IPT 3rd September article, our Chair Dr Mark Vanderpump unveiled a proposed 8-point checklist
that consultants should consider in the then preparation of returning to work following the news that the
majority of private hospital providers in London would be ending their NHS contracts from Monday 7 th
September.
Most consultants (their clinics, employees
and patients – as clearly demonstrated in
the survey replies and emails received) had
suffered heavily during this pandemic and
continued to do so as the first lockdown
was lifted; for lack of access to consulting
rooms, surgery and unmanageable
overheads. For the resumption of private
healthcare delivery, much assistance
would be required and this LCA proposed
8-point checklist acknowledged the
potential issues, actions and expectations
to consider going forward. You may
access this here

Video consultations and insurers
The LCA was again featured in the IPT warning consultants about the PMIs’ proposal to cut
reimbursements for virtual consultations by 50% hampering consultants’ efforts to rescuing their practice
and delivering care to patients. As our survey showed, consultants continue to struggle financially as a
result of the coronavirus and though consultants resumed work tending to their waiting lists, such
proposals from the PMIs in tandem with the economic hit on the industry, make it difficult to do so and is
yet another constraint on the patient pathway.
The pandemic has decimated private healthcare. A co-operative and co-ordinated approach from all its
components – hospital providers, private medical insurers and consultants – is needed in order to recover.
Click here to read the full article and the follow-up article from our sister organisation FIPO’s Vice
Chair, Mr Ian McDermott.

#ProjectRestartPrivatePractice
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LCA Virtual Roundtables
Unfortunately, due to the pandemic and the importance of following health and safety protocols,
the LCA had to cancel the remainder of its face-face events for 2020. However, with the
implosion of video consultation facility, we were able to continue to bring informative meetings
with notable guest speakers to you in a virtual setting instead. Many of our meetings have
recorded and may be viewed at your leisure via our YouTube channel.
The first of such meetings followed our LCA survey on 5th June 2020 with guest, Mr Keith
Hague, CEO Worldwide Healthcare Associates who shared his views on the growing concern
for the private sector going forward in a post-COVID-19 world. You may read more about this
meeting and watch it in full here.
The second in our series of virtual roundtables on 11th
September 2020 featured guest, Mr Peter Connor,
MD Healthcode who used Healthcode’s data to show
that there had been signs of recovering to varying
degrees across specialties since the lift of lockdown.
However, the prevailing financial struggle borne by
consultants to meet their overheads still puts private
healthcare at risk of cessation with many consultants
considering early retirement. You may read more and
watch the full roundtable here.
On Wednesday evening, 28th October,
the LCA hosted its third virtual
roundtable with Mr David Hare, CEO
of IHPN, a trade association which
provides a single conduit for reporting
and support for the independent provider
market. It does not have any authority to
dictate actions or set policy for its
members.
This meeting very much took the
opportunity to reflect on decisions and
actions taken in March, at the beginning
of lockdown with the mindset then at the
time and now retrospectively.
Many issues were raised during the Q&A discussion, including the exclusion of private specialists
from the NHS contract discussion process resulting in consultants feeling disenfranchised and
losing access to patients and losing the ability to deliver patient care. The discussion also led to
consideration of the future with the imminent NHS contract termination in December, ringfencing
green pathways for private work to enable private practice to increase again and whether there
would be a future relationship with the NHS. You may read and watch the meeting in full here.
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Medico-Legal Group
The Medico-Legal Morning Report held its last
face-face breakfast meeting at the Hempsons on 4 th
March, all subsequent meetings were held via
video conference in line with HMG’s
recommended health and safety protocols.
We are grateful to Hempsons, particularly to Mr
Gautam Chawla who was able to continue to cohost with Ellis Downes, Duncan Dymond, Glyn
Towlerton and Mark Vanderpump these breakfast
meetings bringing a variety of case reports to note,
examining the effect of the pandemic on medicolegal practice and the role of an expert witness.
You may access all our Medico-Legal reports from
this year here.

CMA – Competition Law Seminar
On Wednesday 9th December 2020, the LCA had the pleasure
of welcoming Ms. Louise Baner of the CMA to explain the
complexities and nuances of Competition Law, particularly its
application to the healthcare sector. The CMA is the primary
competition enforcer and market investigator in the UK who last
examined the private healthcare market as a whole in 2014
focussing on data transparency to improve patient choice and
quality care.
The presentation led to a lively discussion where our attendees
questioned the legitimacy of PMI behaviour, whether it would
warrant another investigation of the private healthcare market
and whether the CMA would be able to provide a remedy that
would rectify the prevailing issues.
You may find a full report from this meeting as well as a copy of the CMA’s slides
and useful links on the LCA website.
This meeting was not recorded.
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E-Prescribing for free delivery

The pharmacy partner trusted by private practices since 2008, Pharmacierge enables
Consultants and GPs to e-prescribe for courier delivery direct to their patients, without
the need for ink signatures or pharmacy visits.
SAVE PRACTICE TIME
Webprescribe and DGL both offer practice managers and
medical secretaries administrative access, thereby reducing
prescriber workload and facilitating remote consultations.
No posting of ink-signed original prescriptions is required
when e-prescribing. Pharmacierge’s e-Prescription platform,
Webprescribe, is also compatible with patient management
systems such as DGL Practice Manager.

HOW IT WORKS
Patients receive a link to pay for their medication
securely, and then an estimated time for their
delivery. Patients within London postcodes benefit
from free same-day delivery, or free next working day
delivery nationally.

LCA Members are encouraged to register
at www.pharmacierge.com/register

ABOUT PHARMACIERGE
We receive private e-prescriptions from clinicians,
and then go above and beyond to deliver medication
to their patients rapidly, discretely and hassle-free.
Built on a belief that we should look after all our
patients as we would our own family, Pharmacierge
makes this level of care attainable to anyone who
relies on private medicine.
For more than 50 years, the Ungar family has pioneered
excellence in pharmacy services to established medical
practices. Now co-owned by its team, Pharmacierge
is recommended by thousands of private practitioners
all over the UK.

THE CLINICIAN’S
EXPERIENCE

We actually could not be without it.

NO COSTS
There are no costs to practices for this service and
training will be provided by our Practice Support Team.

Watch the video to learn more about Pharmacierge
or contact Will Basing for further information on
0207 637 9755 or registration@pharmacierge.com.

CONSULTANT REVIEWS
Prescribing is simple and easy. If you need to speak to the
pharmacist they are immediately responsive. The service
to patients is superb country-wide. When you explain to a
patient you can get the medicine rather than a prescription
delivered to their door the usual response is “Wow!
Wonderful” - the two word review of Pharmacierge!

Fantastic speedy service. Premier same day delivery.
Responsive and helpful staff. Avoids unnecessary waiting,
queuing or even having to go back to your high street chemist
the next day. Competitively priced secure delivery of your
medications. Repeat prescriptions available to your doctor.
Paper prescriptions are becoming a thing of the past.

Mr Peter Hamlyn, MBBS BSc MD FRCS FISM,
Consultant Spinal and Neurological Surgeon

Dr Sean White FRCA FIPP FFPMRCA,
Consultant in Pain Medicine

Pharmacierge, 8 Wimpole Street, London W1G 9SP | 0207 637 9755 | registration@pharmacierge.com
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Final message from our
Chairman – Dr Mark
Vanderpump
The LCA has, like so many of you, your patients and other industries,
been significantly affected by the pandemic. It has naturally affected
everyone in varying degrees and as an organisation we have had to
adjust our operations and re-evaluate how to continue to support our
consultants and patients where finances are tight.
We have endeavoured to continue to advocate for the patients and
consultants: appealing to the PMIs and the CMA and working with the
IHPN to support consultants back into work so that patients can
access the care they need.

We have re-worked how we run meetings and events in order to still be able to deliver to you, our members,
important content, discourse and access to decision-makers and those in the regulatory bodies, with professionals
who may advise on how to resume practice and regain business health and stability. All these events are free for
our members. Click here to read the full Chairman’s Report.
On behalf of the LCA Board of Trustees, I would like to wish our Members and their families a Merry Christmas and
a brighter New Year 2021.
Yours sincerely,
Dr Mark Vanderpump
LCA Chairman
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